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Abstract
This article is the first of its kind that treats hat stiffened panel in reliability based optimization
(RBO). This panel is used in aerospace and marine structure. Along RBO, a deterministic op-
timization of this panel is performed. These optimization methods are based on a polynomial
metamodel. Panel optimization aims to maximize its rigidity and minimize its weight. The vari-
ables vector contains the panel geometric dimensions. Uniform distributions are associated to
geometric variables and materials densities of the panel. The results of these two optimization
types are compared to show the influence of inputs uncertainties on the optimum design. RBO
is performed using two methods; The first being a combination of Monte-Carlo simulation to
propagate uncertainty and NSGA2 to find optimum points. The second uses analytic calcula-
tion to propagate uncertainty and bi-objective Normal boundary intersection to find the Pareto
front. The latter outperforms the first and produces an exact Pareto front with a better execution
time.
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